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Preface

About This Guide

This guide describes how to optimize your RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 
deployment for maximum performance. It is intended for system architects, network 
planners, security officers, administrators, and other trusted personnel.

RSA Authentication Manager Documentation

For more information about RSA Authentication Manager, see the following 
documentation:

Release Notes. Provides information about what is new and changed in this release, as 
well as workarounds for known issues.

Getting Started. Lists what the kit includes (all media, diskettes, licenses, and 
documentation), specifies the location of documentation on the DVD or download kit, 
and lists RSA Customer Support web sites.

Planning Guide. Provides a general understanding of RSA Authentication Manager, 
its high-level architecture, its features, and deployment information and suggestions.

Installation and Configuration Guide. Describes detailed procedures on how to 
install and configure RSA Authentication Manager.

Administrator’s Guide. Provides information about how to administer users and 
security policy in RSA Authentication Manager.

Migration Guide. Provides information for users moving from RSA Authentication 
Manager 6.1 to RSA Authentication Manager 7.1, including changes to terminology 
and architecture, planning information, and installation procedures.

Developer’s Guide. Provides information about developing custom programs using 
the RSA Authentication Manager application programming interfaces (APIs). 
Includes an overview of the APIs and Javadoc for Java APIs.

Performance and Scalability Guide. Provides information to help you tune your 
deployment for optimal performance.

RSA Security Console Help. Describes day-to-day administration tasks performed in 
the RSA Security Console. To view Help, click the Help tab in the Security Console.

RSA Operations Console Help. Describes configuration and setup tasks performed 
in the RSA Operations Console. To log on to the Operations Console, see “Logging 
On to the RSA Operations Console” in the Administrator’s Guide.

RSA Self-Service Console Frequently Asked Questions. Provides answers to 
frequently asked questions about the RSA Self-Service Console, RSA SecurID 
two-factor authentication, and RSA SecurID tokens. To view the FAQ, on the Help 
tab in the Self-Service Console, click Frequently Asked Questions.
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Note: To access the Developer’s Guide or the Performance and Scalability Guide, go 
to https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com. You must have a service agreement to use this 
site.

Related Documentation

RADIUS Reference Guide. Describes the usage and settings for the initialization 
files, dictionary files, and configuration files used by RSA RADIUS.

Getting Support and Service

RSA SecurCare Online offers a knowledgebase that contains answers to common 
questions and solutions to known problems. It also offers information on new releases, 
important technical news, and software downloads.

The RSA Secured Partner Solutions Directory provides information about third-party 
hardware and software products that have been certified to work with RSA products. 
The directory includes Implementation Guides with step-by-step instructions and 
other information about interoperation of RSA products with these third-party 
products.

Before You Call Customer Support

Make sure you have access to the computer running the RSA Authentication Manager 
software.

Please have the following information available when you call:

 Your RSA License ID. You can find this number on your license distribution 
media, or in the RSA Security Console by clicking Setup > Licenses > Manage 
Existing, and then clicking View Installed Licenses.

 The Authentication Manager software version number. You can find this in the 
RSA Security Console by clicking Help > About RSA Security Console > 
See Software Version Information.

 The names and versions of the third-party software products that support the 
Authentication Manager feature on which you are requesting support (operating 
system, data store, web server, and browser).

 The make and model of the machine on which the problem occurs.

RSA SecurCare Online https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com

Customer Support Information www.rsa.com/support

RSA Secured Partner Solutions Directory www.rsa.com/rsasecured
8  Preface
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1 RSA Authentication Manager Performance

• Performance on Different Server Classes

• On-Demand Tokencode Request and Authentication Performance

• RSA Credential Manager Performance

Performance on Different Server Classes

You can install and run RSA Authentication Manager on a variety of hardware. This 
section describes the results of performance testing on three typical classes of server 
hardware: a server that meets the minimum system requirements, a modern mid-range 
server, and a high-performance server.

Minimum-Specification Server Performance

This test measured the performance of an RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 
deployment installed on a server that meets minimum system requirements.

Test Environment

This test was run in the following environment:

• Dell PowerEdge 2650

• Two 2.6 GHz Intel Xeon CPUs, hyperthreading enabled

• 2 GB RAM

• One 15,000 RPM SCSI hard drive

• Windows Server 2003 Enterprise Edition, Service Pack 2
1: RSA Authentication Manager Performance 9
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Results

Test results indicate that an RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 deployment on a 
low-end server is capable of handling the authentication needs of a small to medium 
organization. The tested hardware exceeded 40 RSA SecurID authentications per 
second and authenticated an entire 5,000 user database in less than two minutes. CPU 
utilization was near 100% during the test.

This test was performed on a machine with no antivirus, firewall, security, or other 
software installed. Additional software will likely impact Authentication Manager 
performance.

Mid-Range Server Performance

This test measured the performance of an RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 
deployment installed on a modern, mid-range server.

Test Environment

• Dell PowerEdge 2950

• Four 2.66 GHz Intel Xeon 5150 CPUs (two Dual-Core)

• 8 GB RAM

• One 15,000 RPM Serial-Attached SCSI disk

• Windows Server 2003 Enterprise Edition, Service Pack 2

Authentication Performance
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Results

Tests indicate that RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 installed on a modern, mid-range 
server is capable of handling the needs of a medium to large organization. The tested 
server processed nearly 300 SecurID authentications per second and authenticated an 
entire 50,000 user database in four minutes.

This test was performed on a machine with no antivirus, firewall, security or other 
software installed. Additional software will likely impact Authentication Manager 
performance.
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High-End Server Performance

This test measured the performance of an RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 
deployment installed on a high-performance server.

Test Environment

• Dell PowerEdge 2950

• Eight 3.0 GHz Intel Xeon 5450 CPUs (two Quad-Core)

• 8 GB RAM

• Six 15,000 RPM Serial-Attached SCSI (SAS) disks configured for RAID 0

• Windows Server 2003 Enterprise Edition, Service Pack 2

The testing team used the Tune System utility to make the following changes to the 
RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 default configuration:

• min_heap = 1000 m (default setting is 32 m)

• max_heap = 1000 m (default setting is 128 m)

• aps_num_threads = 10 (default setting is 8)

• aps_queue_size = 1500 (default setting is 200)

• db_pga_target = 300 m (default varies based on the operating system and 
available memory)

• db_sga_target = 1200 m (default varies based on the operating system and 
available memory)

For information about using the Tune System utility to change the default 
configuration, see “Tune System Utility” on page 31.
12 1: RSA Authentication Manager Performance
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Results

Test results indicate that RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 installed on a 
high-performance server is capable of handling the authentication needs of a large 
organization or service provider. The tested server processed 500 authentications per 
second and authenticated an entire 100,000 user database in as little as four minutes 
with no errors.

This test was performed on a machine with no antivirus, firewall, security or other 
software installed. Additional software will likely impact Authentication Manager 
performance.
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On-Demand Tokencode Request and Authentication Performance

On-demand authentication allows users to receive tokencodes on their cellular phones 
or through e-mail. Like tokencodes generated by a hardware or software token, you 
use on-demand tokencodes with a SecurID PIN to achieve two-factor authentication. 
Users can request on-demand tokencodes through RSA Credential Manager or 
through a custom on-demand tokencode request portal.

The on-demand tokencode request and authentication tests measured the ability of an 
RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 deployment to simultaneously handle on-demand 
tokencode request and authentication operations.

Test Environment

The on-demand tokencode request and authentication tests were conducted on the 
following hardware:

• Dell PowerEdge 2950

• 3.00 GHZ Intel Xeon CPUs (two Quad-Core)

• Windows Server 2003 R2 Enterprise Edition

• RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 primary instance (no replica instances)

• 8 GB RAM

• Internal database with 100,000 on-demand tokencode users
14 1: RSA Authentication Manager Performance
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Results

In testing, Authentication Manager achieved an average rate of 55 on-demand 
tokencode requests per second. Authentication Manager authenticated those requests 
at a peak rate of 48 authentications per second.

During the five-minute test period, the authentication server processed 15,000 
on-demand tokencode requests and successfully authenticated 14,000 of those 
requests.

During the tests, the average CPU utilization was approximately 70%.
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During tests, the testing team used the web browser to cache static files. To achieve 
similar transaction-per-second results, you can deploy mechanisms similar to browser 
caching. For example, you can use a proxy server (web accelerators) to cache these 
static files.

Using this proxy server moves some of the burden from the authentication server to 
the proxy server, and allows Authentication Manager to devote its resources to 
validating and authenticating on-demand tokencode users.

RSA Credential Manager Performance

RSA Credential Manager is a web-based workflow system that automates the token 
deployment process and provides user self-service options.

Users can request tokens and on-demand tokencodes, report lost tokens, change their 
PINs, and request emergency access.

The following performance tests measured the number of concurrent administrative 
operations and self-service requests that Credential Manager could process:

• User token requests

• Administrator token approval steps

• Administrator distribution steps
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Test Environment

In these tests, Credential Manager was installed as part of an Authentication Manager 
deployment with only a primary instance populated with 1,000,000 users.

Credential Manager Server

• Sun x6250 Blade Server Module

• 2.33 GHz Intel Xeon CPUs (two Quad-Core)

• 32 GB RAM

• Two 73 GB SAS disks, 15,000 RPM configured for RAID 0

• Windows Server 2003 R2 Enterprise Edition, Service Pack 2

Directory Server

• Sun x6250 Blade Server Module

• 2.33 GHz Intel Xeon CPUs (two Quad-Core)

• 32 GB RAM

• Three 73 GB SAS disks, 15,000 RPM configured for RAID 0

• Windows Server 2003 R2 Enterprise Edition, Service Pack 2
1: RSA Authentication Manager Performance 17
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Results

Credential Manager was able to process 50 concurrent administrative transactions 
with an acceptable average response time of less than five seconds.

In a 15-minute test, Credential Manager supported:

• 450 token requests

• 450 token approvals

• 450 token distributions

The observed average Credential Manager CPU utilization was 20%.
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2 Performance and Scalability Considerations

• Optimize Your RSA Authentication Manager Architecture

• Identity Source Considerations

• Scalability and Performance Considerations`

• Custom Applications

Optimize Your RSA Authentication Manager Architecture

This section explains the relationship between primary instances and replica instances, 
and discusses strategies to help you build your deployment for optimal performance.

Primary and Replica Instances

The primary instance is where authentication and all administrative actions occur. One 
instance in your deployment is always designated as the primary instance. All other 
instances are replica instances.

The primary instance replicates database changes to each replica instance and 
consolidates log messages from all of the replica instances into the Authentication 
Manager internal database.

Replica instances perform authentications and have read-only database administration 
capabilities. They can also be used for failover and can be promoted to replace the 
primary instance if necessary.

For small to medium organizations connected through a local area network (LAN), a 
single primary instance with a single replica instance is generally adequate for 
performing authentications, replication, and administration.

For maximum performance, organizations with large or geographically distributed 
user populations should consider adding additional replica instances. You can add up 
to 15 replica instances to handle the increased authentication load and provide more 
flexibility in your network.

Internal Network
Firewall

DMZ

Primary Replica

        Authentication 
Manager
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In RSA testing with a primary instance and five replica instances, peak authentication 
throughput was 15 times faster than a primary instance alone. Administrative 
throughput also increased slightly.

For example, suppose your organization has locations in New York, London, and 
Tokyo. You might choose to locate your primary instance and a replica instance in 
your New York headquarters, and then locate a replica instance at the London and 
Tokyo locations to handle authentication requests from the users in those locations. 
Locating instances in the same geographic location as users lessens the possibility of 
network problems, mitigates network factors such as latency, and so on.

Additional replicas also provide additional capacity to help share the load if the 
primary instance or another replica instances fails. This additional capacity helps keep 
your deployment performing at a high level even as you repair the failed instance.

Replica

Internal Network
Firewall

Replica

Internal Network

Primary Replica

Internal Network

Boston

San Jose

New York

Firewall

DMZ

FirewallFirewall

DMZ

Authentication 
Manager

Authentication 
Manager

Authentication 
Manager

FirewallFirewall

DMZ
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Tests were conducted on the following hardware:

• Dell PowerEdge 1950

• Four 2.66 MHz CPUs

• 8 GB RAM

• Windows Server 2003 Enterprise Edition, Service Pack 2

Identity Source Considerations

Identity sources contain user and user group data. The Authentication Manager 
internal database can be used as an identity source. Most likely, however, the identity 
source will be an external directory server, such as Sun Java Directory Server or 
Microsoft Active Directory.

A number of factors can influence the performance of the identity source, and in turn, 
the performance of Authentication Manager. Likewise, factors affecting the 
connection between the identity source and Authentication Manager can impact the 
performance of Authentication Manager.

If you suspect you that you have performance problems, attempt to isolate the problem 
and determine that it is not external to Authentication Manager before you make 
changes to your Authentication Manager configuration.

The following sections discuss factors related to the identity source that can affect 
Authentication Manager performance.

Identity Source Location

The location of your identity source in the network can impact Authentication 
Manager performance. Geographically distributed Authentication Manager instances 
and identity sources can negatively affect performance. For example, suppose your 
identity source is located in New York, but your primary and replica instances are 
located in London. In this situation, network latency is often increased. As the 
distance between the components increases, the number of switches and routers in the 
data path usually increases as well.

The risk of service interruptions increases when components are distributed on a 
WAN. Problems with transmission lines and other telecommunications-related 
outages can interrupt communication between the identity source and Authentication 
Manager. Authentication Manager must be able to contact the identity source or a 
failover identity source to authenticate users contained in them.

Locating an LDAP, Active Directory, or part of an Active Directory forest at the same 
location as your primary and replica instances mitigates the risks of problems with a 
WAN, and can help decrease network latency.
2: Performance and Scalability Considerations 21
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Directory Hardware

The speed of the hardware that hosts your identity sources can impact Authentication 
Manager performance. The speed of Authentication Manager authentications and 
administrative actions can be adversely affected if your Sun Java Directory Server is 
hosted on a slow server or a server that hosts other applications, or your Active 
Directory is hosted on a slow domain controller.

To maximize performance, use only dedicated, high-performance machines to host 
your directories.

Directory Configuration

LDAP Replication

The currently supported directory servers have the ability to replicate data between 
multiple systems. Configuring replica instances to connect to replicated LDAP 
directories can help improve performance over a single directory. Multiple identity 
sources can handle requests from an Authentication Manager primary instance and 
multiple replica instances more rapidly than a single identity source can.

Whenever possible, RSA recommends that you configure the Authentication Manager 
primary instance and replica instances to point to different instances of the same 
identity source. Allowing the primary and all replica instances to reference the same 
identity source and failover identity source adversely impacts system performance and 
availability.

Active Directory Global Catalogs

Instead of having a single identity source, if your organization uses an Active 
Directory Global Catalog, you can configure separate administrative and runtime 
identity sources.

Runtime identity source. An identity source used only for runtime operations, 
such as finding and authenticating users, and resolving group membership within 
the forest. If you use Active Directory Global Catalogs, you can configure the 
Global Catalogs to be runtime, but not administrative identity sources. In general, 
access to runtime identity sources is designed to be faster (because no information 
is locked while being updated).

Note: User group memberships are only replicated to the Global Catalog if 
the user group type is Universal. Windows creates Global user groups by 
default. If you use restricted user groups with a Global Catalog, you must 
change the restricted user groups to Universal in Active Directory. Otherwise, 
authentications fail.

Administrative identity source. An identity source used for administrative read 
and write operations, such as adding and editing users and groups. This identity 
source maps to a domain controller. In general, access to administrative identity 
sources is slower because information may be locked while administrators 
perform other updates. Changes to the domain are replicated by Active Directory 
to the Global Catalog.
22 2: Performance and Scalability Considerations
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Use of an administrative identity source improves authentication performance because 
it frees the runtime identity source to be used exclusively for runtime operations, 
thereby increasing the authentication rates. In addition, a server containing a Global 
Catalog can be co-located near a replica instance for better performance and 
reliability.

For instructions on configuring a Global Catalog, see the Administrator’s Guide.

Scalability and Performance Considerations

In its default, out-of-the-box configuration, Authentication Manager is configured to 
provide adequate authentication performance for most organizations. However, 
deployment size, network considerations, and hardware considerations can influence 
the overall performance of your deployment.

The following sections help you configure your system to mitigate some of these 
factors.

Users

How your users authenticate can have a large impact on the performance of your 
Authentication Manager deployment. The location of your users, and when and how 
often your users authenticate, can negatively impact performance.

This section explains the nature of these factors and provides information to help 
mitigate them.

Number of Users

When configuring your deployment for optimum performance, you must consider the 
size of your current user population and the anticipated size of your future user 
population.

For example, suppose your organization has 1,000 users, and you anticipate gradually 
adding another 100 users. A primary instance and one or two replica instances 
installed on modern hardware that meets the minimum system requirements is likely 
sufficient.

Suppose, however, that your organization has 75,000 users, and you expect to add 
another 15,000. In this case, you should consider a primary and multiple replica 
instances installed on modern hardware that meets or exceeds the minimum system 
requirements.

Make sure the hardware you select has enough excess capacity to handle the new 
users. You should also consider locating replica instances at remote sites where you 
have significant user populations to expedite the processing of authentication requests.

Frequency of Authentications

If you have a user population that authenticates frequently, make sure Authentication 
Manager is installed on hardware that can support the load, and also that you have 
sufficient space for log files. A user population that authenticates frequently 
throughout the day produces more log data than one that only authenticates at the 
beginning of the day.
2: Performance and Scalability Considerations 23
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Make sure the hardware you select has enough storage space to accommodate the log 
files, and that you have a strategy in place for frequently archiving your log files. For 
information, see “Archiving Log Files” on page 49.

User Location

When planning your RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 installation, you must consider 
the locations of your user population and the time zones in which they work.

In organizations where all users are in a single location on a local-area network 
(LAN), a single primary instance and single replica instance may be sufficient. The 
primary and replica instances can be located in the same data center, distributed in 
data centers throughout a single building, or located in data centers in different 
buildings on a campus.

Note: Locating the primary and replica instances in the same data center is not 
recommended. A problem or disaster involving the data center could affect both the 
primary and replica instances, and interrupt your users’ ability to authenticate.

For organizations with multiple, geographically separated offices (multiple LANs) 
connected by a wide-area network (WAN), a primary instance with multiple replica 
instances is probably necessary. The primary and replica instances can be located 
anywhere within the organization.

Similarly, for web-based deployments, such as for an internet service provider, where 
users are widely dispersed, you could locate replica instances at strategic data centers 
around the world.

When you choose the physical location of your primary and replica instances, you 
must balance factors such as performance, maintenance, troubleshooting, and security.

For example, while it may be easier to upgrade or troubleshoot servers by having them 
rack-mounted in the same room, overall authentication performance might suffer, 
particularly if many users log on from different remote offices on a WAN.

You can improve performance and reliability by locating replica instances physically 
closer to the users who authenticate through them.

For example, in a corporation with multiple remote sites, the primary instance and one 
replica instance could be located in the corporate headquarters in New York, another 
replica instance could be located in the manufacturing facility in Mexico, and a third 
in a research laboratory in California.

Important: Regardless of the physical location of your primary and replica instances, 
it is critical that they be secured in a locked room that is accessible only by authorized 
personnel.
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Peak Arrival Times

Another user-related factor that can impact performance is the peak times at which 
users arrive at work, or return from lunch, and log on to the network.

For example, suppose most of your employees work in a single time zone and 
authenticate when they first arrive in the morning, and again after lunch. You would 
have a couple peak periods each work day during which users are authenticating to 
your network.

In a single shift, the peaks and valleys of the authentication load might look like the 
following graph.

When optimizing your deployment, it is important to consider the peak authentication 
rates that your organization is likely to experience.

Consider the following questions:

• What are the peak periods during the day when the majority of users are 
attempting to log on to the network?

• What is the maximum number of users that might be logging on during those peak 
periods?

Make sure the hardware you select for your deployment is capable of handling the 
peak authentication rates that you expect your organization to experience.

Also, make sure the hardware you select has enough excess capacity to accommodate 
increases in your user population, and occasional unexpected increases in 
authentication activity.
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Hardware

RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 runs on a variety of hardware platforms based on 
Windows, Linux, and UNIX. This section discusses considerations for server 
hardware.

To maximize performance, RSA recommends that you designate servers with multiple 
processors, and sufficient memory and hard drive capacity for authentication 
purposes.

The following table summarizes RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 system 
requirements and recommendations.

Platform CPU/Clock Speed Memory Hard Drive Space

Windows • Intel Xeon 2.8 GHz or equivalent

• For improved performance, RSA 
recommends
4x Intel Xeon 5150 2.66 GHz or 
equivalent

• For maximum performance, RSA 
recommends
8x Intel Xeon 5450 3.0 GHz or 
equivalent

• 4 GB of RAM 
(minimum) for 
deployments under 
50,000 token users, plus 
512 MB for RSA 
RADIUS

• For deployments over 
50,000 token users, 
RSA recommends 8 GB 
of RAM

• 120 GB of free 
hard-drive space 
recommended (60 GB 
minimum), plus 
125 MB for RSA 
RADIUS.

If your users 
authenticate 
frequently, if you plan 
to keep large amounts 
of transaction data, or 
if your deployment is 
in excess of 1,000,000 
token users, you may 
require additional 
hard-drive space.

• 2 GB of hard-drive 
space for the 
Windows page file.

Linux • Intel Xeon 2.8 GHz or equivalent 
(32-bit)

• Intel EM64T 2.8 GHz or AMD 
Operon 1.8 GHz, or equivalent 
(64-bit)

• 4 GB of RAM 
(minimum) for 
deployments under 
50,000 token users, plus 
512 MB for RSA 
RADIUS

• For deployments over 
50,000 token users, 
RSA recommends 8 GB 
of RAM

• 120 GB of free 
hard-drive space 
recommended (60 GB 
minimum), plus 
470 MB for RSA 
RADIUS.

If your users 
authenticate 
frequently, if you plan 
to keep large amounts 
of transaction data, or 
if your deployment is 
in excess of 1,000,000 
token users, you may 
require additional 
hard-drive space.

• 2 GB of swap space.
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In general, faster processors, faster hard drives, and more memory result in better 
Authentication Manager performance. Your actual requirements depend on factors 
such as the number of users that authenticate through your Authentication Manager 
deployment, and their authentication habits.

RSA strongly recommends that you designate machines for use exclusively by 
Authentication Manager. Avoid using these machines as file servers, firewalls, or 
other applications.

VMware

For the embedded Oracle database in RSA Authentication Manager to work properly, 
the following memory settings are required for VMWare.

• Allocated memory should be set to atleast 4G for a 32-bit OS and 8G for a 64-bit 
OS.

• Reserved memory should be set to atleast 4G for a 32-bit OS and 8G for a 64-bit 
OS.

Network Considerations

Network performance can have a substantial impact on the performance of your 
Authentication Manager deployment. For maximum performance, RSA recommends 
that you install Authentication Manager on a packet-switched network. This provides 
the most efficient exchange of data between Authentication Manager components.

Other factors may exist in your network, such as network latency, that may negatively 
impact performance. This section explains the nature of those factors, and provides 
information to help mitigate them.

Solaris • UltraSPARC 1.5 GHz or equivalent

• For improved performance, use Sun 6 
or 8 core UltraSPARC T1 servers

• 4 GB of RAM 
(minimum) for 
deployments under 
50,000 token users, plus 
512 MB for RSA 
RADIUS

• For deployments over 
50,000 token users, 
RSA recommends 8 GB 
of RAM

• 120 GB of free 
hard-drive space 
recommended (60 GB 
minimum), plus 
650 MB for RSA 
RADIUS.

If your users 
authenticate 
frequently, if you plan 
to keep large amounts 
of transaction data, or 
if your deployment is 
in excess of 1,000,000 
token users, you may 
require additional 
hard-drive space.

• 4 GB of swap space.

Platform CPU/Clock Speed Memory Hard Drive Space
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Network Latency

Another factor to consider when optimizing your Authentication Manager deployment 
is minimizing network latency. Network latency is the time that it takes for a data 
packet to travel through the network to its destination and a return packet to arrive.

Consider the example of a corporation with a headquarters and three remote sites. By 
placing a replica instance at each site, authentications incur less network latency. This 
results in better authentication performance, because users at each site are 
authenticating to the nearest instance.

Although the same setup increases latency for replication, the replication load is 
significantly less than the authentication load, and replication can be distributed over a 
longer period of time.

Another advantage of this approach is if one of the replica instances fails, users at that 
remote site can still authenticate to one of the other replica instances in the realm.

Authentications from Remote Users

Another consideration when optimizing your deployment is the impact of remote 
authentication. People at branch offices, telecommuters, and people who are traveling 
may need to access your corporation’s network. If a significant number of your users 
access your network remotely, either through dial-up connections or high-speed cable 
or DSL modems, this may add noticeable overhead to network throughput.

Remote access typically requires a Remote Access Server (RAS) and associated 
software that is set up to handle remote users. RAS configurations usually include or 
are associated with a firewall server to ensure security and a router that can forward 
the remote access request to another part of the corporate network.

RAS devices are usually a component of a Virtual Private Network (VPN), which 
adds more overhead to your network. A VPN involves encrypting data before sending 
it through the public network, and decrypting the data at the receiving end. Some 
VPNs include an additional level of security that involves encrypting not only the data 
but also the originating and receiving network addresses, adding still more network 
overhead.

Note: If you have a Business Continuity license, remember that a large number of 
users may suddenly start authenticating remotely when the Business Continuity 
license is activated. Make sure that the hardware you select has enough excess 
capacity to support a sudden increase in the number of remote authentications.

Disaster Recovery Considerations

When planning for disaster recovery, the continued performance of your deployment 
should be an important consideration. Make sure that replacement hardware is 
sufficient to maintain adequate performance levels.

For example, make sure that replacement equipment can handle the peak 
authentication and administrative loads typical for your organization.
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Recommended Off-Peak Operations

Most Authentication Manager operations can be conducted at any time. RSA 
recommends that you perform these processor-intensive operations during off-peak 
hours:

Large Reports. Small reports can be run during hours of normal authentication 
volume, however, large reports should be run during off-peak hours. For example, 
a report on administrators who logged on between 8:00 a.m and 5:00 P.M. the 
previous day would likely be small and can safely be run during normal business 
hours. However, a monthly report of all authentications or administrator activity 
would likely be very large and should only be run during off-peak hours.

Database and Log Backups. Backup operations require large amounts of 
processor resources. These operations should only be conducted during off-peak 
hours.

Custom Applications

Authentication Manager is tuned to deliver high performance in its default 
configuration. If you experience performance problems with your deployment, make 
sure to evaluate any custom applications that you created using RSA Authentication 
Manager 7.1 APIs.

If have custom applications, RSA recommends that you disable or tune the 
applications, and then reassess the performance of your deployment. If disabling or 
tuning the custom application improves performance, remove the application until you 
can permanently correct the problem. If performance problems persist, you may need 
to make other changes to your Authentication Manager deployment.
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3 Tuning RSA Authentication Manager for 
Optimal Performance

• Tune System Utility

• Manage Database Utility

Tune System Utility

Important: Contact RSA Customer Support before you make changes to your 
deployment with the Tune System utility. Incorrect changes to your configuration 
settings may result in decreased performance.

Use the Tune System utility to improve system performance. This utility provides an 
interface for adjusting the parameters of various components and provides templates 
for tuning various deployments. You need Super Admin credentials to run this utility.

Using the Tune System Utility

To use tune-system:

1. Open a new command shell, and change directories to RSA_AM_HOME/utils.

2. Type:

rsautil tune-system options

For relevant options, see the following section, “Options for tune-system.”

Important: It is possible to enter the master password and Super Admin 
password on the command line along with the other options, however, this 
creates a potential security vulnerability. RSA recommends that you enter 
passwords only when the utility presents a prompt.
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Use the indicated options to perform the following tasks:

• To adjust an individual parameter, type:

rsautil tune-system parameter_name parameter_value

where: 

– parameter_name is the name of the parameter you are setting.

– parameter_value is the value you assign. 

For example: jdbc_initial_capacity 3.

Note: When you specify memory size, you must also specify the unit of 
measurement. For example, rsautil tune-system db_pga_target 194M.

• To apply a set of parameters described in a file, type:

rsautil tune-system --file property_filename

where property_filename is the name of a file containing all the parameter names 
and values you are setting. For example: small-deployment.properties.

• To view current settings, type:

rsautil tune-system --list

Options for tune-system

The following table describes the options for this utility.

Flag Alternate Flag Description

-f --file File containing parameters and values to set.

-h --help Displays help for this utility.

-l --list Displays current parameter settings.

-m --master-password Master password of the encrypted properties file.

-p --password Administrator’s password.

-u --user-id Administrator’s User ID.

-v --version Displays the version and copyright information.
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Supported Parameters

Database Parameters

Authentication Manager supports the following database parameters.

Parameter Description Criteria for Change Dependencies

db_pga_target

The default value depends on 
the operating system and 
available memory.

Sets the target 
allocation for program 
global area memory for 
the database.

32-bit operating 
system: Increase 20 M 
for each replica 
instance if the number 
of replica instances is 
greater than 3.

64-bit operating 
system: Increase 40 M 
for each replica 
instance if the number 
of replica instances is 
greater than 3.

db_sga_max

The default value depends on 
the operating system and 
available memory.

Sets the target 
maximum allocation for 
system global area 
memory for the 
database.

32-bit operating 
system: Increase 70 M 
for each replica 
instance if the number 
of replica instances is 
greater than 3.

64-bit operating 
system: Increase 100 M 
for each replica 
instance if the number 
of replica instances is 
greater than 3.

db_sga_target

The default value depends on 
the operating system and 
available memory.

Sets the target 
allocation for system 
global area memory for 
the database.

Same as db_sga_max. Requires the change of 
db_sga_max first.

streams_hash_table_size = 
16000 - 32000

The replication apply 
process parameter 
specifies the hash table 
size used by the internal 
database streams apply 
processes.

Do not change.
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Offline Authentication Parameters

Authentication Manager supports the following offline authentication parameters.

streams_parallelism = 1 The replication apply 
process parameter 
specifies the number of 
apply servers that can 
concurrently apply 
transactions.

Do not change.

streams_table_ini_trans = 1 - 4 Initial number of 
transactions on certain 
replication managed 
tables.

Increase 1 for each 
replica instance if the 
number of replica 
instances is greater than 
3.

Parameter Description Criteria for Change Dependencies

Parameter (with default 
value)

Description Criteria for Change Dependencies

oa_backlog = 100 Number of requests to 
be queued by the OA 
server socket receiver.

It is not necessary to 
change this value unless 
requests are being 
dropped by the server.

oa_execution_timeout = 10000 If an offline 
authentication request 
takes more than this 
number of milliseconds 
for the server to 
process, a warning 
message is logged to 
the trace log. This value 
is only used for 
troubleshooting. It is 
not necessary to change 
it.

The default value need 
not be changed. This is 
only used for 
troubleshooting offline 
authentication-related 
time-out issues.

Depends on tracing to be 
enabled and configured 
to WARNING level or 
above. Otherwise, this 
parameter is just 
ignored.

oa_num_generator_threads = 1 Number of day file 
generator threads. 
Generating day files 
and other data are CPU 
intensive and a separate 
thread pool is used to 
generate this data.

This value should be 
equal to the number of 
physical processors on 
the machine. There is 
no performance 
improvement by 
increasing this to more 
than the number of 
available processors.
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oa_num_io_threads = 3 Number of offline 
authentication threads 
to handle offline 
authentication requests.

This value can be 
increased depending on 
the number of physical 
processors on the 
machine. For example, 
if there are 2 cores, this 
property can be set to a 
value between 3 and 6.

Number of processors 
on the machine.

oa_queue_size = 200 Number of offline 
authentication requests 
to be queued by the 
offline authentication 
server. This is different 
from the socket 
backlog. When requests 
are received from the 
server socket, they are 
queued up internally 
and then handed to the 
service threads. If the 
number of offline 
authentication requests 
received is more than 
the queue size, requests 
are rejected.

If offline authentication 
requests are being 
rejected this value can 
be increased. 0 can be 
used to queue up all 
requests without 
rejecting any.

oa_wait_timeout = 5000 If an offline 
authentication request 
waits in the server 
queue for more than 
this number of 
milliseconds, a warning 
message is logged in 
the trace file.

The default value need 
not be changed. This is 
only used for 
troubleshooting offline 
authentication-related 
time-out issues.

Depends on tracing to be 
enabled and configured 
to WARNING level or 
above. Otherwise, this 
parameter is just 
ignored.

Parameter (with default 
value)

Description Criteria for Change Dependencies
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On-Demand Authentication Parameters

Authentication Manager supports the following SMS and SMTP parameters for 
on-demand authentication.

Parameter (with default 
value)

Description Criteria for Change Dependencies

sms_num_threads = 4 The number of 
threads that are 
transmitting SMS 
messages in parallel 
to the SMS service 
provider as part of 
on-demand 
authentication.

Any attempt to set this 
value to less than 4 is 
ignored.

Do not modify this value 
unless you are advised to 
by RSA Professional 
Services or Customer 
Support.

sms_queue_size

sms_queue_size = 100 The number of SMS 
messages to be 
queued by the 
on-demand 
authentication service.

Do not modify this value 
unless you are advised to 
by RSA Professional 
Services or Customer 
Support.

sms_num_threads

sms_wait_threshold = 3000 If SMS messages are 
queued by the 
on-demand 
authentication service 
for longer than this 
threshold (specified in 
milliseconds), a 
warning message is 
logged to the trace 
log. If such warnings 
are being logged 
consistently in your 
environment, this may 
indicate that further 
performance tuning of 
the on-demand 
authentication service 
is necessary.

Do not modify this value 
unless you are advised to 
by RSA Professional 
Services or Customer 
Support.

sms_queue_size

sms_num_threads

smtp_num_threads = 4 The number of 
threads that are 
transmitting e-mail 
messages in parallel 
to the e-mail server as 
part of on-demand 
authentication.

Do not modify this value 
unless you are advised to 
by RSA Professional 
Services or Customer 
Support.

Any attempt to set this 
value to less than 4 is 
ignored.

smtp_queue_size
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Agent Protocol Service Parameters

Authentication Manager supports the following agent protocol service parameters.

smtp_queue_size = 100 The number of e-mail 
messages to be 
queued by the 
on-demand 
authentication service.

Do not modify this value 
unless you are advised to 
by RSA Professional 
Services or Customer 
Support.

smtp_num_threads 

smtp_wait_threshold = 3000 If e-mail messages are 
queued by the 
on-demand 
authentication service 
for longer than this 
threshold (specified in 
milliseconds), a 
warning message is 
logged to the trace 
log. If such warnings 
are being logged 
consistently in your 
environment, this may 
indicate that further 
performance tuning of 
the on-demand 
authentication service 
is necessary.

Do not modify this value 
unless you are advised to 
by RSA Professional 
Services or Customer 
Support.

smtp_queue_size

smtp_num_threads

Parameter (with default 
value)

Description Criteria for Change Dependencies

Parameter (with default 
value)

Description Criteria for Change Dependencies

aps_cleanup_interval = 10000 Number of milliseconds 
between scans of the 
duplicate response 
queue in the ACE 
Protocol Server engine 
to detect aged entries 
that need removal.

Do not change. aps_response_lifetime
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aps_response_lifetime = 
120000

Number of milliseconds 
an entry in the duplicate 
response queue in the 
ACE Protocol Server 
engine has to age before 
removal.

Do not change.

Changing this value can 
have unexpected results 
if done incorrectly. For 
example changing it to 
less than the time 
specified by 
(aps_num_retries * 
aps_retry_interval) 
results in possible 
duplicate packets not 
being detected.

aps_cleanup_interval

aps_num_retries = 5 The number of times an 
agent will retry an 
authentication request 
before assuming the 
server is not responding.

Do not change using 
this CLU.

To change this value, in 
the Security Console, 
click Access > 
Authentication Agents 
> Generate 
Configuration File.

aps_retry_interval

aps_retry_interval = 5 The number of seconds 
an agent waits between 
retries of authentication 
requests.

Do not change using 
this CLU.

To change this value, in 
the Security Console, 
click Access > 
Authentication Agents 
> Generate 
Configuration File.

aps_retry_interval

aps_num_threads = 8 The number of threads 
that are processing ACE 
Protocol Server requests 
in parallel.

The value can be 
increased depending on 
the number of CPU 
cores on the machine. 
This value is optimized 
for 1 or 2 cores. Do not 
make this value too 
large as it will compete 
with other 
CPU-intensive tasks.

aps_queue_size

Parameter (with default 
value)

Description Criteria for Change Dependencies
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Agent Auto-Registration Server Parameters

Authentication Manager supports the following agent auto-registration server 
parameters.

aps_queue_size = 200 The number of 
authentication requests 
to be queued by the 
ACE Protocol Server.

If the CPU is not fully 
utilized in times of 
heavy authentication 
activity, this queue is 
not full. Increasing the 
size should only be 
done when the 
aps_num_threads is 
also increased if the 
CPU utilization is low. 
For best continuous 
authentication 
performance, this queue 
must have requests to 
be processed at all 
times.

aps_num_threads

Parameter (with default 
value)

Description Criteria for Change Dependencies

Parameters (with default 
value)

Description Criteria for Change Dependencies

autoreg_backlog = 50 The number of 
unserviced connections 
accepted before 
connections are no 
longer accepted by the 
auto-registration server.

Do not change this 
value.

autoreg_num_threads = 2 The number of service 
threads created to 
process auto-registration 
updates.

The value can be 
increased depending on 
the number of CPU 
cores on the machine. 
This value is optimized 
for 1 or 2 cores. Do not 
over-allocate for this 
value as it will compete 
with other 
CPU-intensive tasks.
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RSA Authentication Manager Server Parameters

Java and WebLogic Parameters

Parameter Description Criteria for Change Dependencies

ims_config_cache_capacity = 
100

Maximum number of 
entries in the 
configuration cache. 
Corresponds to the 
capacity attribute in the 
cache administration 
API for the cache 
named ConfigCache.

Increasing the values 
may improve 
performance if there is 
sufficient available 
RAM.

 ims_session_cache_capacity = 
10000

Maximum number of 
logon sessions allowed. 
Corresponds to the 
configuration parameter 
ims.session.manager.
maximum_sessions_
cached.

Do not change using 
this CLU.

To change this value, in 
the Security Console, 
click Setup > 
Instances. Click the 
instance you want to 
configure. From the 
context menu, click 
Session Management.

Do not change this 
value unless you have 
more than 10,000 
administrators and 
Self-Service Console 
users concurrently 
accessing the system.

Parameter (with default 
value)

Description Criteria for Change Dependencies

jdbc_initial_capacity = 1 The number of physical 
connections to create 
when creating the 
connection pool in the 
data source. If unable to 
create this number of 
connections, creation of 
the data source fails.

This is also the 
minimum number of 
physical connections 
the connection pool 
keeps available.
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jdbc_max_capacity = 25 The maximum number 
of physical connections 
that this connection 
pool can contain.

 jdbc_statement_cache_size = 
30

The number of prepared 
and callable statements 
stored in the cache.

WebLogic Server can 
reuse statements in the 
cache without reloading 
the statements, which 
can increase server 
performance. Each 
connection in the 
connection pool has its 
own cache of 
statements.

Setting the size of the 
statement cache to 0 
turns off statement 
caching.

jms_thread_pool = 15 Number of threads 
available in the JMS 
subsystem.

max_heap = 128m Maximum Java heap 
size.

min_heap = 32m Initial Java heap size.

work_manager_max_threads = 
15

Limits the number of 
threads created to the 
number of connections 
in the connection pool.

Prevents the application 
server from creating 
more threads than 
database connections, 
which can cause a 
request to fail.

Parameter (with default 
value)

Description Criteria for Change Dependencies
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Manage Database Utility

Important: Contact RSA Customer Support before you make changes to the database 
configuration with the Manage Database utility. Incorrect changes to your 
configuration settings may result in decreased performance.

Use the Manage Database utility to examine and adjust the Authentication Manager 
internal database. 

Using the Manage Database Utility

To use manage-database:

1. Open a new command shell, and change directories to RSA_AM_HOME/utils.

2. Type:

rsautil manage-database options

For relevant options, see the following section, “Options for manage-database.”

Important: Although it is possible to enter the master password on the 
command line along with the other options, this creates a potential security 
vulnerability. RSA recommends that you enter the master password only 
when the utility presents a prompt.

Use the indicated options to perform the following tasks:

• To view a database file status, type:

rsautil manage-database -a list

This action returns information for data files and transaction files.
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The following table shows the information displayed for data files.

The following table shows the information returned for transaction files.

Label Description Example

Name filename data_file_01

Location file path C:\rsa\db\oradata\jv4tes2b\
rsa_data.dat

Used/Occupied Space(M) Current file size in 
MB/Total size 
allocated for this 
file in MB.

12/59

MaxSpace(G) Maximum space 
available for this 
file in GB.

30.000

Warning Thres% System sends a 
warning alert 
notice when the file 
reaches this percent 
of allocated size.

70

Critical Thres% System sends a 
critical alert notice 
when the file 
reaches this percent 
of allocated size.

90

Need Optimize Indicates when to 
run the optimize 
command.

Yes/No

Label Description Example

Data Name filename archived_trans_files

Location file path C:\rsa\db\oradata

Occupied Space (M) Current file size in 
MB

1305

Max Space (G) Maximum space 
available for this 
file in GB

8
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• To move a database file to another location, type:

rsautil manage-database -a move-file 
-f name_of_database_file -n path_to_new_file_location

Note: Before you run the move-file action, stop the application server, and 
ensure that there are no client connections to the internal database.

After you run the move-file action, run the list action to verify that the file is in the 
new location.

• To change the maximum size of a database file, type:

rsautil manage-database -a change-max-size 
-f name_of_database_file -s new_database_file_size

Note: Before you run the change-max-size action, stop the application server, 
and ensure that there are no client connections to the internal database.

After you run the change-max-size action, run the list action to verify the new 
maximum file size.

• To change the critical or warning threshold size of a database file for e-mail alert 
notices, type:

rsautil manage-database -a change-threshold 
-f name_of_database_file -c new_critical_threshold 
-w new_warning_threshold

Note: Before you run the change-threshold action, stop the application server, 
and ensure that there are no client connections to the internal database.

After you run the change-threshold action, run the list action to verify the new file 
threshold size.

• To optimize a database file, type:

Note: Optimize a database file when the action list result for Need Optimize = 
Yes.

Note: Before you run the optimize action, shut down the application server, 
and ensure that there are no client connections to the internal database.

rsautil manage-database -a optimize

After you run the optimize action, run the list action to verify that the file is 
optimized.
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Options for manage-database

The following table describes the options for this utility.

Flag Meaning Description

-a action Specifies the action to perform. Select one of the 
following:

list. Displays the status of all database files.

move-file. Moves a database file to a new 
location.

change-size. Changes the size of a database file.

change-max-size. Changes the maximum size of 
a database file.

change-threshold. Changes the critical or 
warning threshold size of a database file.

optimize. Optimizes the database files for 
improved performance.

start-db. Starts the database.

stop-db. Stops the database.

db-status. Returns a message stating whether the 
database is available or unavailable.

-c critical threshold New critical threshold of a database file. The number 
you provide indicates the percent of the maximum 
size of the file. The critical threshold must be higher 
than the warning threshold.

-f filename Filename for a database file.

Example: DATA_FILE_O1

-h help Displays help for this utility.

-m master password Specifies the master password for the encrypted 
properties file.

-n new location Full path to new location for a database file.

Example: D:/database/product/10.2.0

-q quiet Execute the action without prompting for 
confirmation.

-s new size New maximum size for a database file. Use only M 
or G to indicate size.

Example: 500M

-v version Displays the version and copyright information.
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-w warning threshold New warning threshold of a database file. The 
number you provide indicates the percent of the 
maximum size of the file. The warning threshold 
must be lower than the critical threshold.

Flag Meaning Description
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4 Performance Monitoring

• Using Activity Monitors to Monitor Performance

• Using Logs to Monitor Performance

• Archiving Log Files

• Using Reports to Monitor Performance

• Using SNMP to Monitor Performance

This chapter describes how you can use RSA Authentication Manager log data, 
reports, and SNMP statistics to assess the performance of your deployment.

Using Activity Monitors to Monitor Performance

An Activity Monitor allows you to view log messages in real time. You can use these 
real-time messages to see what is happening in the system, or you can use them to 
look for performance problems with your deployment.

For example, if the administrative performance of your system is slow, or the system 
takes a long time to authenticate users, you can use the Activity Monitors to see the 
log messages Authentication Manager is generating in real time.

There are three different Activity Monitors in Authentication Manager, each of which 
contains different types of log messages:

Authentication Activity Monitor. Displays authentication-specific events such 
as authentication requests and restricted agent access checks.

System Activity Monitor. Displays system events such as the replication of data.

Administrator Activity Monitor. Displays administrator activities such as 
creating and updating system administrators.

Using Logs to Monitor Performance

Authentication Manager maintains logs of all system events. You can use these logs to 
monitor the system and maintain an audit trail of all logon requests and operations 
performed using the RSA Security Console. You can also use them to troubleshoot 
problems with your system and find potential performance problems.

For example, suppose your deployment is experiencing slow authentication and 
administrative performance. You can use Authentication Manager logs to help you 
determine whether the cause is a slow response from the LDAP directory, a 
processor-intensive process that Authentication Manager is performing that might be 
better performed during off-peak hours, or if there is some other cause.
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Authentication Manager maintains the following logs:

Trace. Captures log messages that you can use to debug your system.

Administrative Audit. Captures log messages that record any administrative 
action, such as adding and editing users.

Runtime Audit. Captures log messages that record any runtime activity, such as 
authentication and authorization of users.

System. Captures log messages that record system-level messages, such as 
“Authentication Manager Server started.”

For each of the logs, you can configure the level of detail written to the log files. The 
following logging levels are available for the Trace log:

Fatal. Captures only log messages that imply the imminent crash of the 
application or the relevant subcomponent. Messages logged at this level require 
immediate attention.

Error. Captures all fatal messages, as well as error conditions that must be 
addressed, but may not necessarily cause the application to crash.

Warning. Captures all fatal and error messages, as well as log messages for minor 
problems while the application is running.

Information. Captures all fatal, error, and warning messages, as well as log 
messages for significant events in the normal life cycle of the application.

Verbose. Captures all fatal, error, warning, and information messages, as well as 
log messages associated with minor and frequently occurring but otherwise 
normal events.

Important: Do not set the trace logging level to “Verbose” for extended periods of 
time unless instructed to do so by RSA Customer Support. This takes up large 
amounts of disk space and can adversely impact system performance.

The following log levels are available for the Administrative Audit, Runtime Audit, 
and System logs:

None. No messages are logged.

Error. Captures all error messages.

Warning. Captures all error and warning messages.

Success. Captures all error, warning, and successful action messages.

You can select different levels of log detail for each of the four log files. For example, 
you might choose to record only fatal errors in the Administrative Audit log, but you 
may want to record all messages in the System log.
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If you change the logging levels and want to return to the Authentication Manager 
default values, use the following:

• Trace Log: Fatal

• Administrative Audit Log: Success

• Runtime Audit Log: Success

• System Log: Warning

Note: Some routine system activity is only written to the System log when the logging 
level is set to “Information” or “Verbose.” Use either of those logging levels if you 
want to see this information written to the internal database.

For additional details about Authentication Manager logging capabilities, see the 
Administrator’s Guide.

Archiving Log Files

Authentication Manager log data must be managed to avoid exceeding hard-drive 
capacity. When all of the disk space is consumed, Authentication Manager may stop 
responding. You must devise policies and procedures to ensure that logs are archived 
and moved to external media on a regular basis.

You can archive log files so that you have an audit trail of all logon attempts and 
RSA Security Console operations. By archiving log files, you can maintain a history 
of all tasks performed using Authentication Manager. During archiving, the log files 
are recorded from their respective database tables and written to a comma-delimited 
flat file. You can then copy the flat files to external media, and move them to 
long-term storage.

There are two ways to archive the logs in Authentication Manager. Both are 
performed through the Security Console:

• Schedule a one-time log archive job.

• Schedule a recurring log archive job. Archive jobs can run automatically on 
specified days, weeks, or months.

For instructions, see the Security Console Help topics “Schedule a One-Time Log 
Archive Job” and “Schedule a Recurring Log Archive Job.”

The frequency with which you archive log files depends on many factors. For more 
information, see the chapter, “Logging and Reporting,” in the Planning Guide.
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Using Reports to Monitor Performance

You can use Authentication Manager to create and run customized reports describing 
system events and objects. These reports can provide you with detailed information 
about general events that occur within the system, and they can also provide you with 
valuable information about the performance of your deployment.

For example, you might want to create a report that shows you all of the 
administrative activity that occurs during peak working hours. You can design the 
report so that it includes relevant information such as date and time, description, 
instance name, identity source, and security domain. You can then analyze the report 
to make sure there are no CPU or memory-intensive operations being performed 
during peak hours.

You might also want to create a report that shows all the authentications during a 
24-hour period of time. You can use the report to determine when your peak 
authentication time is, as well as the number of authentications that took place at that 
peak. You can also use the report to determine which instances are processing each 
authentication. This helps you determine if your deployment is load balanced 
properly.

Be aware that running reports uses significant system resources and can slow the 
performance of your deployment. RSA recommends that you schedule reports to run 
during off-peak hours.

You can access reporting capabilities using the Reporting menu in the RSA Security 
Console. For information, see the Security Console Help topic “Reports.”

Using SNMP to Monitor Performance

If you use a Network Management System (NMS) and have Simple Network 
Management Protocol (SNMP) running on your network, you can configure 
Authentication Manager to send traps to the NMS. Your NMS uses these traps to 
compile statistics for Authentication Manager Management Information Base (MIB) 
objects. You can use a MIB browser to view these statistics.

MIB Objects

Agent Protocol Service

The following table lists the available agent protocol service MIB objects.

MIB Object Description

amApsPacketsTotal Total number of legacy (UDP) packets sent and received.

amApsPacketsPerSec Average number of packets sent and received per second.

amApsAuthReqsTotal Total number of legacy (UDP) requests.
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amApsAuthReqPerSec Average number of authentication requests received per 
second.

amApsAuthFailTotal Total number of authentication requests that failed.

amApsAuthFailPerSec Average number of authentication request failures per 
second.

amApsAuthOkTotal Total number of authentication requests that succeeded.

amApsAuthOkPerSec Average number of successful authentication requests per 
second.

amApsNewPinTotal Total number of new PIN authentications processed.

amApsNextTokencodeTotal Total number of next tokencode authentications processed.

amApsTransactionQueueCapacity This value is for use by RSA. It is intended for diagnostic 
and troubleshooting purposes only.

Capacity of the queue that holds transactions that were 
processed, but not yet committed.

amApsAuthThreads This value is for use by RSA. It is intended for diagnostic 
and troubleshooting purposes only.

Total number of threads available to process 
authentications through the authentication broker.

amApsDupPacketSetCapacity This value is for use by RSA. It is intended for diagnostic 
and troubleshooting purposes only.

Capacity of the set of packets that the APS holds to respond 
to previous responses requests.

amApsDupPacketReqsTotal This value is for use by RSA. It is intended for diagnostic 
and troubleshooting purposes only.

Total number of duplicate responses the APS sent due to 
UDP packet transmission errors.

amApsAuthRoundTripMaxTimeMS This value is for use by RSA. It is intended for diagnostic 
and troubleshooting purposes only.

Maximum time it takes to send or receive an authentication 
request or response.

amApsAuthRoundTripMinTimeMS This value is for use by RSA. It is intended for diagnostic 
and troubleshooting purposes only.

Maximum time it took to send or receive an authentication 
request or response.

MIB Object Description
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Agent Auto-Registration

The following table lists the available agent auto-registration MIB objects.

amApsAuthRoundTripAvgTimeMS This value is for use by RSA. It is intended for diagnostic 
and troubleshooting purposes only.

Average time it took to send or receive an authentication 
request or response.

amApsRateSampleTimeS Interval over which all rate-based values are sampled, in 
seconds.

amApsPacketProcAbortExceptionTotal Total number of requests for which the APS aborted 
handling due to packet processing exceptions.

amApsPacketProcAbortAgentNotFoundTotal Total number of requests for which the APS aborted 
handling because the sending agent was not found.

MIB Object Description

MIB Object Description

amAarReqsTotal This value is for use by RSA. It is intended for diagnostic 
and troubleshooting purposes only.

Total number of agent auto-registration requests.

amAarReqsOkTotal This value is for use by RSA. It is intended for diagnostic 
and troubleshooting purposes only.

Total number of auto-registrations successfully processed.

amAarReqsFailTotal This value is for use by RSA. It is intended for diagnostic 
and troubleshooting purposes only.

Total number of auto-registration failures.

amAarReqsPerSec This value is for use by RSA. It is intended for diagnostic 
and troubleshooting purposes only.

Average number of auto-registration requests per second.

amAarReqMaxTimeMS This value is for use by RSA. It is intended for diagnostic 
and troubleshooting purposes only.

Maximum time spent processing an agent registration.

amAarReqAvgTimeMS This value is for use by RSA. It is intended for diagnostic 
and troubleshooting purposes only.

Average time spent processing an agent registration.

amAarRateSampleTimeS This value is for use by RSA. It is intended for diagnostic 
and troubleshooting purposes only.

Interval over which all rate-based values are sampled, in 
seconds.
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Offline Authentication

The following table lists the available offline authentication MIB objects.

MIB Object Description

amOaReqsTotal This value is for use by RSA. It is intended for diagnostic 
and troubleshooting purposes only.

Total number of offline authentication data requests 
processed.

amOaReqsFailTotal This value is for use by RSA. It is intended for diagnostic 
and troubleshooting purposes only.

Total number of offline authentication data request failures.

amOaLogEventsTotal This value is for use by RSA. It is intended for diagnostic 
and troubleshooting purposes only.

Total number of log events that have been uploaded by 
agent hosts.

amOaPasswordUpdatesTotal This value is for use by RSA. It is intended for diagnostic 
and troubleshooting purposes only.

Total number of password update requests that have been 
sent by agent hosts.

amOaDayfileAvgPerReq This value is for use by RSA. It is intended for diagnostic 
and troubleshooting purposes only.

Average number of day files downloaded in response to 
each request.

amOaDayfileReqs This value is for use by RSA. It is intended for diagnostic 
and troubleshooting purposes only.

Total number of agent data recharge requests processed 
(from agents that performed an offline authentication and 
later established a connection).

amOaDayfileMaxTimeMS This value is for use by RSA. It is intended for diagnostic 
and troubleshooting purposes only.

Maximum time the day file generation service took to 
generate a single day file.

amOaServerListReqsTotal This value is for use by RSA. It is intended for diagnostic 
and troubleshooting purposes only.

Total number of server list requests processed.

amOaAuthVerificationsTotal This value is for use by RSA. It is intended for diagnostic 
and troubleshooting purposes only.

Total number of agent authentication verification requests 
processed.
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Adjudicator

The following table lists the available adjudicator MIB objects.

amOaRateSampleTimeS This value is for use by RSA. It is intended for diagnostic 
and troubleshooting purposes only.

Interval over which all rate-based values are sampled, in 
seconds.

MIB Object Description

MIB Object Description

amAdjLocalTotal This value is for use by RSA. It is intended for diagnostic 
and troubleshooting purposes only.

Total number of locally processed adjudications.

amAdjRemoteTotal This value is for use by RSA. It is intended for diagnostic 
and troubleshooting purposes only.

Total number of adjudications sent to remote systems for 
processing.

amAdjLocalFailTotal This value is for use by RSA. It is intended for diagnostic 
and troubleshooting purposes only.

Total number of local adjudications that were denied due to 
adjudication violations.

amAdjRemoteFailTotal This value is for use by RSA. It is intended for diagnostic 
and troubleshooting purposes only.

Total number of remote adjudications that were denied due 
to adjudication violations.

amAdjLocalPerSec This value is for use by RSA. It is intended for diagnostic 
and troubleshooting purposes only.

Total number of locally processed adjudications processed 
per second.

amAdjRemoteRespMaxTimeMS This value is for use by RSA. It is intended for diagnostic 
and troubleshooting purposes only.

Maximum time spent processing a remote adjudication.

amAdjRemoteRespMaxTimeIP This value is for use by RSA. It is intended for diagnostic 
and troubleshooting purposes only.

IP address of the adjudicator that resulted in the maximum 
adjudication time.

amAdjRemoteRespAvgTimeMS This value is for use by RSA. It is intended for diagnostic 
and troubleshooting purposes only.

Average time spent processing a remote adjudication.
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Database

The following table lists the available database MIB objects.

amAdjRateSampleTimeS This value is for use by RSA. It is intended for diagnostic 
and troubleshooting purposes only.

Interval over which all rate-based values are sampled, in 
seconds.

MIB Object Description

MIB Object Description

amDbUsersTotal Total users

amDbUserAttrDefsTotal Total user attribute definitions

amDbUserAttrsTotal Total user attributes

amDbUserAliasesTotal Total user aliases

amDbTrustedUsersTotal Total trusted users

amDbTrustedUserGroupsTotal Total trusted user groups

amDbTrustedUserGroupMembershipsTotal Total trusted user group memberships

amDbTrustedUserGroupAgentMembershipsTotal Total trusted user group agent memberships

amDbRealmsTotal Total realms

amDbOfflineAuthPoliciesTotal Total offline authentication policies

amDbTokenPoliciesTotal Total token policies

amDbPasswordPoliciesTotal Total password policies

amDbAuthGradesTotal Total authentication grades

amDbAuthLockoutPoliciesTotal Total authentication lockout policies

amDbEmergencyAuthPoliciesTotal Total emergency authentication policies

amDbAuthQuestionsPoliciesTotal Total authentication questions policies

amDbRadiusPoliciesTotal Total RADIUS policies

amDbTokensTotal Total tokens

amDbGroupsWithTimeRestrictionsTotal Total groups with time restrictions

amDbUnassignedTokensTotal Total unassigned tokens
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RADIUS and EAP-32

The following table lists the available RADIUS and EAP-32 MIB objects.

amDbDisabledTokensTotal Total disabled tokens

amDbTokenAttrDefsTotal Total token attribute definitions

amDbTokenAttrsTotal Total token attributes

amDbTokenReplacementsTotal Total token replacements

amDbAgentsTotal Total agents

amDbUnrestrictedAgentsTotal Total unrestricted agents

amDbAgentAlternateAddressesTotal Total agent alternate addresses

amDbInstancesTotal Total instances

amDbInstanceNodesTotal Total instance nodes

amDbNodeAliasesTotal Total node aliases

amDbManualServerListsTotal Total manual server lists

amDbRadiusServersTotal Total RADIUS servers

amDbRadiusClientsTotal Total RADIUS clients

amDbRadiusProfilesTotal Total RADIUS profiles

amDbRadiusAgentProfilesTotal Total RADIUS agent profiles

amDbCtkipAuthzCodesTotal Total CT-KIP authorization codes

MIB Object Description

MIB Object Description

amV5RadiusAuthTotal Total number of authentication requests with RADIUS 
profile secondary segments

amV5EapAuthTotal Total number of authentication requests using an EAP-32 
credential

amV5EapAuthOkTotal Total number of successful authentications using an 
EAP-32 credential
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Trusted Realm Authentication

The following table lists the available trusted realm authentication MIB objects.

MIB Object Description

amTrAuthHomeTotal Total number of trusted realm authentications where the 
home realm is in this deployment.

amTrAuthHomeFailTotal Total number of trusted realm authentication requests that 
failed where the home realm is in this deployment.

amTrAuthHomeOkTotal Total number of trusted realm authentication requests that 
succeeded where the home realm is in this deployment.

amTrAuthRemoteTotal Total number of trusted realm authentications where the 
remote realm is in this deployment.

amTrAuthRemoteFailTotal Total number of trusted realm authentication requests that 
failed where the remote realm is in this deployment.

amTrAuthRemoteOkTotal Total number of trusted realm authentication requests that 
succeeded where the remote realm is in this deployment.

amTrRespMaxTimeMS This value is for use by RSA. It is intended for diagnostic 
and troubleshooting purposes only.

Maximum time it takes the home realm to respond to an 
authentication request from the remote realm.

amTrRespAvgTimeMS This value is for use by RSA. It is intended for diagnostic 
and troubleshooting purposes only.

Average time it takes the home realm to respond to an 
authentication request from the remote realm.

amTrUsersDiscoveredTotal This value is for use by RSA. It is intended for diagnostic 
and troubleshooting purposes only.

Total number of trusted users discovered.

amTrRadiusAuthReqsTotal This value is for use by RSA. It is intended for diagnostic 
and troubleshooting purposes only.

Total number of trusted realm authentication requests that 
used RADIUS from a remote realm in this deployment.

amTrEapAuthReqsTotal This value is for use by RSA. It is intended for diagnostic 
and troubleshooting purposes only.

Total number of trusted realm authentication requests that 
used EAP-32 to a home realm in this deployment.

amTrRateSampleTimeS Interval over which all rate-based values are sampled, in 
seconds.
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On-Demand Tokencodes

The following table lists the available on-demand tokencode MIB objects.

MIB Object Description

amOttTokencodeReqsTotal Total number of on-demand tokencode requests.

amOttAuthReqsTotal Total number of authentication requests using 
on-demand tokencodes.

amOttSmsProvider Name of the SMS provider the system is configured to 
use.

amOttMsgsSmsTotal Total number of on-demand tokencode messages using 
SMS as the transport mechanism.

amOttMsgsSmsPerSec Average on-demand tokencode messages using SMS as 
the transport mechanism.

amOttMsgsSmtpTotal Total number of on-demand tokencode messages using 
SMTP as the transport mechanism.

amOttMsgsSmtpPerSec Average on-demand tokencode messages using SMTP as 
the transport mechanism.

amOttMsgsSmtpGatewayPercent This value is for use by RSA. It is intended for diagnostic 
and troubleshooting purposes only.

Estimated percentage of SMTP messages sent to what 
appears to be an SMTP-to-SMS gateway. If the part of 
the e-mail address before the at sign is only digits, it is 
assumed to be an SMTP-to-SMS gateway.

amOttAuthAttemptsPerSec This value is for use by RSA. It is intended for diagnostic 
and troubleshooting purposes only.

Average number of authentication requests per second.

amOttAuthAttemptsSecurIDPercent This value is for use by RSA. It is intended for diagnostic 
and troubleshooting purposes only.

Percentage of authentication requests which are 
dispatched back to the SecurID authentication method. 
These are cases where the user is enabled for both 
SecurID and on-demand authentication and the 
tokencode fails on-demand authentication.

amOttAuthAttemptsLegacyPercent This value is for use by RSA. It is intended for diagnostic 
and troubleshooting purposes only.

Percentage of authentication requests originating from 
legacy agents.
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amOttPinSetSytemTotal This value is for use by RSA. It is intended for diagnostic 
and troubleshooting purposes only.

Total number of PINs automatically generated by the 
system after enablement.

amOttPinSetDeferredTotal This value is for use by RSA. It is intended for diagnostic 
and troubleshooting purposes only.

Total number of PINs set by the user after enablement.

amOttPinSetTemporaryTotal This value is for use by RSA. It is intended for diagnostic 
and troubleshooting purposes only.

Total number of PINs set temporarily during enablement.

amOttPinSetPermanentTotal This value is for use by RSA. It is intended for diagnostic 
and troubleshooting purposes only.

Total number of PINs set permanently during 
enablement.

amOttRateSampleTimeS Interval over which all rate-based values are sampled, in 
seconds.

MIB Object Description
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5 Performance Data

• Performance with Different Server Classes Data

• On-Demand Authentication Data

• RSA Credential Manager Data

This chapter contains the data generated by RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 
performance testing.

Performance with Different Server Classes Data

Minimum-Specification Server Performance: Authentication Performance

Arrival Rate 
(authentication 
requests per second)

Elapsed Time
Throughput 
(authentications per 
second)

Response 
Time

30 190.42 26.26 2.12

35 167.39 29.87 2.11

40 149.45 33.46 2.13

45 144.00 34.72 2.16

50 133.83 37.36 2.15

55 128.92 38.78 2.22

60 117.36 42.60 2.15

65 119.91 41.70 2.31

70 114.78 43.56 2.35

75 112.59 44.41 2.46

80 116.52 42.91 2.58

85 119.53 41.83 2.71

90 114.56 43.64 2.80
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Mid-Range Server Performance: Authentication Performance

Mid-Range Server Performance: CPU Utilization

Arrival Rate 
(authentication 
requests per second)

Elapsed Time
Throughput 
(authentications per 
second)

Response 
Time

210 195 205.13 2.08

220 187 213.90 2.08

230 180 222.22 2.11

240 173 231.21 2.09

250 168 238.10 2.14

260 161 248.44 2.11

270 156 256.41 2.13

280 154 259.74 2.20

290 147 272.11 2.15

300 143 279.72 2.16

310 137 291.97 2.12

320 137 291.97 2.19

330 138 289.86 2.29

Total CPU Utilization
Authentication Manager 
CPU Utilization (%)

Internal Database CPU 
Utilization (%)

61 15.25 3.81

65 16.25 4.06

67 16.75 4.19

71 17.75 4.44

74 18.50 4.63

78 19.50 4.88

81 20.25 5.06

81 20.25 5.06
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High-End Server Performance: Authentication Performance

84 21.00 5.25

87 21.75 5.44

93 23.25 5.81

93 23.25 5.81

92 23.00 5.75

Arrival Rate 
(authentication 
requests per 
second)

Elapsed Time
Throughput 
(authentications per 
second)

Response 
Time

360 264 348.49 2.08

380 252 365.08 2.11

400 241 381.74 2.09

420 232 396.55 2.13

440 222 414.41 2.13

460 211 436.02 2.11

480 203 453.20 2.09

500 198 464.65 2.11

520 193 476.68 2.13

540 188 489.36 2.20

560 181 508.29 2.16

580 181 508.29 2.21

600 181 508.29 2.31

Total CPU Utilization
Authentication Manager 
CPU Utilization (%)

Internal Database CPU 
Utilization (%)
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High-End Server Performance: CPU Utilization

On-Demand Authentication Data

Transactions Per Second

Total CPU Utilization
Authentication Manager 
CPU Utilization (%)

Internal Database CPU 
Utilization (%)

56 32.63 16.63

59 34.88 17.50

64 37.63 18.88

66 39.25 19.50

70 41.13 20.50

75 45.13 21.63

78 47.00 22.25

81 48.25 23.50

85 51.25 24.00

89 54.13 25.13

94 55.75 27.00

94 56.25 27.63

95 56.63 27.50

Elapsed Time
On-Demand Token 
Requests

SecurID Authentication

1:00 49.20 47.00

1:10 57.60 48.90

1:20 58.20 47.10

1:30 57.70 47.90

1:40 62.50 48.80

1:50 57.70 47.30

2:00 56.00 48.10
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2:10 59.00 46.40

2:20 56.50 46.60

2:30 54.90 48.30

2:40 57.50 46.60

2:50 62.10 48.90

3:00 57.40 48.10

3:10 66.40 48.20

3:20 56.10 46.80

3:30 63.10 47.70

3:40 62.80 48.50

3:50 67.90 47.40

4:00 6.36 4.42

Elapsed Time
On-Demand Token 
Requests

SecurID Authentication
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CPU Utilization

RSA Credential Manager Data

Total Transactions Per Second

Elapsed Time CPU Utilization

1:00 74.68

1:10 73.59

1:20 62.90

1:30 69.31

1:40 67.64

1:50 68.27

2:00 68.25

2:10 72.94

2:20 64.19

2:30 72.23

2:40 72.02

2:50 70.88

3:00 71.19

3:10 73.07

3:20 76.91

3:30 71.66

3:40 77.04

3:50 73.46

4:00 75.13

Elapsed Time Number of Transactions

0:00 2.52

0:32 8.06
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1:04 9.24

1:36 9.28

2:08 8.69

2:40 9.77

3:12 8.93

3:44 9.54

4:16 8.98

4:48 9.34

5:20 9.25

5:52 9.51

6:24 9.09

6:56 9.31

7:28 9.16

8:00 9.52

8:32 9.18

9:04 9.45

9:36 9.36

10:08 9.59

10:40 9.23

11:12 9.31

11:44 9.39

12:16 9.30

12:48 9.43

13:20 9.31

13:52 9.49

14:24 9.17

14:56 9.46

Elapsed Time Number of Transactions
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15:28 9.21

16:00 7.93

16:32 2.30

Elapsed Time Number of Transactions
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Index
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APIs, 29
aps_cleanup_interval, 37
aps_num_retries, 38
aps_num_threads, 12, 38
aps_queue_size, 12, 39
aps_response_lifetime, 38
aps_retry_interval, 38
archiving log files, 24
arrival times, peak, 25
authentication Activity Monitor, 47
authentication frequency, 23
authentication rates, 25
authentications

remote, 28
autoreg_backlog, 39
autoreg_num_threads, 39

B
backups

database, 29
log, 29

Business Continuity licence, 28

C
CLU

Manage Database, 42
Tune System, 31

CLU command
manage-database, 45
tune-system, 32

Credential Manager, 14, 16
custom applications, 29

D
data

user, 21
user group, 21

database
backups, 29

db_pga_target, 12, 33
db_sga_max, 33
db_sga_target, 12, 33

directory server, 21
disaster recovery, 20, 24, 28

F
failover identity source, 22
file server, 27
firewall, 27

G
Global Catalog, 22

I
identity source, 21

administrative, 22
failover, 22
hardware, 22
location of, 21
runtime, 22

ims_config_cache_capacity, 40
ims_session_cache_capacity, 40
instance

physical location, 24
primary, 19
replica, 19, 23

internet service provider, 24

J
jdbc_initial_capacity, 40
jdbc_max_capacity, 41
jdbc_statement_cache_size, 41
jms_thread_pool, 41

L
LDAP, replication, 22
license

Business Continuity, 28
license ID, determining, 8
log archiving, schedule, 49
log backups, 29
log data

archiving, 49
log files, archiving, 24
log messages, real time, 47
logging levels, 48
logs, Authentication Manager, 48
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M
Manage Database utility, 42
manage-database command, 45
management information base, 50
master password, 31
max_heap, 12, 41
MIB, 50

browser, 50
MIB objects, 50

adjudicator, 54
agent auto-registration, 52
agent protocol service, 50
database, 55
offline authentication, 53
on-demand tokencodes, 58
RADIUS and EAP-32, 56
trusted realm authentication, 57

min_heap, 12, 41

N
network latency, 20, 21, 27, 28
network management system, 50
network, packet-switched, 27
NMS, 50

O
oa_backlog, 34
oa_execution_timeout, 34
oa_num_generator_threads, 34
oa_num_io_threads, 35
oa_queue_size, 35
oa_wait_timeout, 35
off-peak operations, 29
on-demand tokencodes, 14

P
packet-switched network, 27
peak arrival times, 25
performance

administrative, 20
authentication, 20

primary instance, 19

R
remote access server, 28
replica instance, 19, 23
reports, 29, 50
RSA Credential Manager, 14, 16
RSA Security Console, 47

S
Security Console, 47
server

directory, 21
hardware, 9
high-performance, 12
mid-range, 10
minimum system requirements, 9

Simple Network Management 
Protocol, 50

sms_num_threads, 36
sms_queue_size, 36
sms_wait_threshold, 36
smtp_num_threads, 36
smtp_queue_size, 37
smtp_wait_threshold, 37
SNMP, 50
streams_hash_table_size, 33
streams_parallelism, 34
streams_table_ini_trans, 34
Sun Java Directory Server, 21
swap space, 26, 27
system Activity Monitor, 47
system requirements, 26

T
test environment

high-performance server, 12
mid-range server, 10
minimum-specification server, 9
On-demand tokencode, 14
RSA Credential Manager, 17

test results
high-performance server, 13
mid-range server, 11
minimum-specification server, 10
on-demand tokencode, 15
RSA Credential Manager, 18

time zones, 24
Tune System utility, 12, 31

agent auto-registration server 
parameters, 39

agent protocol service parameters, 37
database parameters, 33
Java and WebLogic parameters, 40
offline authentication parameters, 34
on-demand authentication 

parameters, 36
RSA Authentication Manager Server 

Parameters, 40
tune-system command, 32
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U
user

location, 24
population, 24

user data, 21
user group data, 21
user group type, 22
users, number of, 23
utility

Manage Database, 42
Tune System, 31

V
version number, determining, 8
virtual private network, 28

W
WAN, 21
wide-area network, 21
Windows page file, 26
work_manager_max_threads, 41
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